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1.0 BACKGROUND

Highway safety data analysts desire better quality data to meet a wide variety of needs.
Many of the data elements currently collected are not of sufficient quality to meet the needs of
data analysts. A primary source of highway safety data is crash data collected by police officers at
the scene. Police are unique in their ability to collect on-scene crash data shortly after the crash
occurs, as well as the transient data that may erode (i.e., tire marks) or be removed from the
scene. In addition, police collect crash data from a wider spectrum of crashes compared with
special investigation teams. Due to their vast and varied expedience, police provide the potential
to improve the quality of data for less severe crashes.

Although police are in a unique position to collect crash data, data collection is not their
only responsibility. Their primary on-scene responsibilities include securing the crash site, caring
for injured persons, and re-establishing traffic flow. Therefore, on-scene data collection systems
must consider the officer’s needs when implementing new technologies.

Police officers across the nation are now using cOmputers in their vehicles for a variety of
applications. Many police officers use mobile computers to directly encode the State pOlice crash
report. Officers also use in-vehicle computers to access data from State and national databases.
Unlike the mobile data terminals previously used by police, the current mobile computers
support standard operating systems (e.g., Microsoft Windows) and software. In addition, these
computers support multiple input devices, including electronic pen and touchscreen.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Crash Data Collection Expert System
program expands the use of in-vehicle police computers. The program utilizes expert systems to
increase the accuracy and consistency of police-reported data at the time the officer collects it.
The primary results of this program are the development and evaluation of these three expert
systems:

a Seat Belt Use: Determines whether a vehicle occupant wore his or her seat belt
during a crash.

● Vehicle Damage Rating: Collects the data needed to detetine the severity of a crashl
based on vehicle damage.

e Roadside Barrier: Identifies the type of barrier involved in the crash and the point of
impact.

The development and evaluation of these expert systems resulted from three main
program objectives:

@ Identify the crash data elements needed for analysis.
Q Develop crash data collection software that utilizes expert system technology.
e Assess the utility of applying expert system technology to the crash data collection

process.



The utility of applying expert system technology to the crash data collection process was
assessed during two field tests. The field tests were performed in cooperation with the Iowa
Department of Transportation (DOT) and the Iowa State Patrol. Iowa was chosen for the field
test site since it was the first State to deploy a mobile crash reporting system that collects State-
reported data and since it is currently a test-bed for highway safety technologies on the National
Model for the Statewide Application of Data Collection & Management Technology to Improve
Highway Safety (National Model) program. The National Model effort is a program for sharing
information, resources, and technologies to improve highway safety. The goal of the National
Model is to demonstrate, in a statewide operational environment, how new technologies and
techniques can be cost-effectively used to improve highway safety data collection and
management processes. The Crash Data Collection Expert System project was part of the larger
National Model effort.

A feature of the Crash Data Collection Expert System is the ability to share common data
elements with the various crash data collection systems that collect State-reported data. This
ensures that the officer does not have to collect and input the same data element multiple times. It
also allows the State-reported data and the expert system data to be linked. Section 4.1 identifies
the shared data elements. Details on each of the three expert systems are in sections 4.2 through
4.4.

The Crash Data Collection Expert System documentation includes two unpublished
reports: the Users Guide and the Maintenance Guide. The Users Guide provides: (1)
installation procedures, (2) information a software developer needs in order to interface a
computer system collecting State-reported data with the expert systems, and (3) the training
manual. The Maintenance Guide is intended for the software developer who will maintain the
expert systems software. The document focuses on the two primary maintenance tasks: (1)
adding a new data element for crash data collection and (2) adding a new value for an existing
data element. Copies of these reports can be obtained from WA.

2.1 EXPERT SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY APPLIED TO CWSH DATA
COLLECTION

Expert systems are computer programs that contain knowledge in a specific domain. The
expert system often uses this knowledge to perform tasks that a human can do. The three
previously mentioned expert systems were implemented using the rule-based expert system
technology. The knowledge of highway safety experts was encoded into rules that were used by
the system to determine which data to collect and to reach a conclusion that an expert would
reach. Data collection systems utilizing expert systems technologies can provide these benefits:

e Intelligently collect only relevant data.
e Intelligently assign values to crash data elements.
e Intelligently validate data.

The first two features were implemented in the expert systems: (1) intelligently collect only
relevant data and (2) intelligently assign values to crash data elements. The full implementation
of intelligent data validation was beyond the scope of the program. Nonetheless, validation was
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implemented in the Seat Belt Use Expert System by enabling the system to identify conflicting
seat belt use evidence.

The expert systems intelligently collect only the relevant data elements by dynamically
requesting the data, based on the crash scene data that has been collected, allowing the expert
system to request only the data needed for a specific crash type. This case-by-case data collection
is particularly useful for special studies where additional crash data is desired for particular crash
types.

The expert systems intelligently assign a value to a crash data element by reaching the
same conclusion that a human expert would, based on the crash evidence collected. Many of the
data elements that aid the highway safety analyst in evaluating crash circumstances often require
judgment; the expert system has embedded rules that a crash investigator or reconstructionist
would use when analyzing the crash scene, such as determining whether the vehicle occupant
wore his or her seat belt during a crash.

The experts’ knowledge is also included in on-line help screens that aid the officer in
accurately identifying the physical characteristics of the crash screen. Included in the help screens
are photographs showing the salient physical evidence and descriptive text. For example, the Seat
Belt Use Expert System includes the following information for each indicator of occupant
loading on the seat belt: (1) a photograph showing the specific belt evidence, (2) a description of
the salient evidence, (3) a description of where in the vehicle the evidence is typically found, and
(4) the conditions under which occupant belt loading typically occurs.

2.2 EXPERT PANEL PARTICIPATION

Throughout the program, a panel of experts in crash data collection and analysis were
relied on to provide the knowledge that is embedded in the three expert systems, including
officers who provided the knowledge needed to ensure that the systems met police needs. Two
types of knowledge were acquired from the expert panel: (1) knowledge of the specific crash data.
areas selected for expert systems development and (2) knowledge of police operations. The panel
was composed of the following types of experts:

@ Traffic officer.
e Crash investigation trainer.
e Mghway safety analyst.
* Crash reconstructionist.
e Vehicle safety engineer.
e Guardrail designer/highway engineer.

The experts were separated into two panels. One panel participated in the design and
development of the Vehicle Damage Rating and Seat Belt IJse expert systems. This panel
included traffic officers, a crash investigation trainer, a highway safety analyst, crash
reconstructionists, and a vehicle safety engineer. The other panel participated in the design and
development of the Roadside Barrier Expert System and included a traffic officer, a highway
safety analyst, a crash reconstructionist, and a guardrail designer/highway engineer.
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In the beginning of the program, an initial panel provided insights into areas where the
quality of highway safety data could be improved. They identified a need for better crash severity
data, including vehicle deformation data. As one example, the vehicle safety engineer stated that
current crash data does not provide an adequate measure of severity for low-impact crashes.
These data would aid in analyzing the in-service performance of vehicle components such as
airbags. This initial panel was then expanded to include experts in the specific safety data areas
selected for expert system implementation.

Throughout the remainder of the program, members of the expert panel provided
knowledge in their specific areas of expertise. This knowledge was included in the expert
systems’ design and implementation. The panel’s responsibilities also included verifying and
validating the expert systems during design and implementation, and recommending system
enhancements. The panel participated in focus group meetings, reviewed design documents,
participated in design review meetings, reviewed the expert system software, and participated in
software review meetings. This process included both panel meetings, which were used to
develop consensus among the expert panel members, and individual member meetings.

2.3 PROGWM TASKS AND PROCESSES

The primary tasks performed on the Crash Data Collection Expert System program are
shown in figure 1. During the first task, Identify and Select the Highway Safety Data Areas, three
highway safety areas were identified and selected for expert systems development. These are
areas where there is a need by the highway safety community for better quality data (see section
3.0). The second task, Select Experts in These Areas, involved choosing experts in the specific
data areas chosen. This panel was included in the three remaining phases of the expert system
development process.

The Design, Implementation, and Test tasks were iterative and continuous throughout the
expert system development process, as shown in figure 1. The project included the delivery of
multiple system versions to allow the panel members andor field test officers to use the system
and suggest modifications. The arrows in figure 1 indicate that the system design and
implementation were modified as a result of the subsequent Implementation and Test tasks.
These modifications reflected additional information acquired from the expert panel members
and field test officers.
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Figure 1. Crash Data Collection Expert System development process.

3.0 IDENTIFY THE HIGHWAY SAFETY DA~rA AREAS AND ELEMENTS
NEEDED FOR ANALYSIS

There are three elements of a crash thatare coded by police officers:

e

o

@

The

Driver and vehicle.

Location.

Circumstances.

Crash Data Collection Expert System program focused on collecting data to better
determine the crash circumstances. In~reasing the ~ccuracy and consistency of the other two
areas (driver/vehicle and location data collection) is currently being addressed by technologies
other than the ex~ert svstems. The quality of driver and vehicle data can be improved by
technologies suc~ as b~r codes, rem~te d~tabase access, and vehicle identification number (VIN)
decoding software. The quality of location data can be improved by technologies such as the
Global Positioning System (GPS) and the Geographical Information System (GIS). As such,
many police agencies are beginning to experiment with these technologies to increase the
accuracy of collected driver, vehicle, and location data.

During the first phase of the program, three highway safety areas were selected for expert
system development and evaluation. Initially, a number of areas were identified where crash data
elements were needed for highway safety analysis, including crash severity, injury severity,
occupant injury evidence, seat belt usage, seat belt type, child restraint usage, child restraint type,
run-off-the-road crashes, in-service performance of roadside barriers, and work-zone crashes.
The selection was narrowed down to three highway safety areas based on these criteria:

@ Multiple types of highway safety users desire the data.
e Some data elements are currently collected in police crash reports, yet users desire

that the quality of the data be improved.
e Some data elements are not typically collected in police crash reports.
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e It is feasible that an officer with many on-site responsibilities will be able to
accurately collect the data.

e A sufficient number of crashes of this type will occur during the field test to
adequately evaluate the system.

The three highway safety areas selected for expert system implementation were:

@ Seat belt use derivation.
e Crash severity, based on vehicle damage.
@ Roadside barrier problem identification.

The specific criteria used in selecting areas for expert system implementation are
described in the following sections: 3.1 Seat Belt Use, 3.2 Vehicle Damage Rating, and
3.3 Roadside Barrier.

3.1 SEAT BELT USE

Currently, police-reported seat belt usage in crashes reflects a higher than actual usage
rate. This is because much of this data is based on occupant interviews. The data user community
has a need for accurate identification of whether a restraint was used in a particular crash or type
of crash. The expert system will collect additional data elements in order to more accurately
identify whether an occupant wore his or her seat belt. These data elements are intended to
indicate an occupant’s belt usage during the crash, rather than frequency of seat belt usage. Table
1 summarizes the rationale used to select seat belt use as a data area for expert systems
implementation.

Table 1. Rationale for selecting the Seat Belt Use
highway safety dab area and elements.

Criteria Rationale

Multiple types of users * Aids in assessing crash severity independent of res~aint usage. These data are
desire the data desired by law enforcement agencies, traffic safety administrations, highway and

public works departments, motor vehicle adminis~ators, vehicle manufacturers,
insurers, independent researchers, and legislators/regulators.

* Collected in some form by all States.
“ Occupant Protection System Used is both a Model Minimum Uniform Crash Criteria

(MMUCC)(l) and a Critical Automated Data Reporting Elements (CADRE) data
element.(2)

Data accuracy can be * Police-reported seat belt usage reflects a higher usage rate than that determined from
improved roadside observation studies.

* Occupant Protection System Used is a CADRE data element.
Officer can accurately * National Automotive Sampling System (NASS) investigators can accurately
collect the data in the determine seat belt use.
current time constraints s NASS investigators can quickly inspect a vehicle for seat belt use evidence.
Enough crashes will “ Some seat belt use evidence is available in all crashes.
occur to evaluate the “ Most seat belt use evidence is available in severe crashes.
expert system



3.2 VEHICLE DAMAGE RATING

The Vehicle Damage Expert System addresses the need for a better measure of crash
severity than is typically collected on police crash reports. Crash severity is typically measured by
two methods: vehicle damage and overall occupant injury severity. The vehicle damage data
collected by most States does not provide the detail needed to determine the severity of a crash.
Therefore, currently, injury sevetity is often the only measure of crash severity available in
police-reported data.

State reporting systems have a broad spectrum of methods to identify vehicle damage
location or severity, including whether the vehicle was towed, estimated repair costs, and the
Traffic Accident Data (TAD) Scale. ‘3) In most State reports, the severity of vehicle damage
cannot be rated. Table 2 sumrnafizes the rationale used to select vehicle damage rating as a data
area for expert systems implementation.

Table 2. Rationale for selecting the Vehicle Damage Rating
highway safety dati area and elements.

Criteria Rationale

Multiple types of users ● Aids in assessing crash severity, which is desired by law enforcement agencies, ‘
desir~ the-data traffic safety administrations, highway and public works departments, motor vehicle

administrators, vehicle manufacturers, insurers, independent researchers, and
legislators/regulators.

* Collected in some form by all States.
e Extent of Deformity is a CADRE data element.(z)

Data accuracy can be * States use a variety of methods. The best method is TAD (used in North Carolina),
improved which has not been adopted by other States.

* Extent of Deformity is a CADRE data element.

Data is not typically “ Extent of Deformity is a CADRE data element.
collected in police crash
reports
Officer can accurately * Vehicle Damage Indicator (VDI) was evaluated in comparison to TAD. VDI was -
collect the data in the shown to be more accurate than TAD.(3)
current time constraints o TAD is cuently accurately collected by police.

e Six additional data elements are collected.

Enough crashes will e Vehicle damage data can be collected, at some level, for all crashes.
occur to evaluate the
expert system .

3.3 ROADSIDE BARRIER PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

The Roadside Barrier Expert System addresses the need for in-service performance
measurement of barrier crashes. The expert system collects data that would be collected in a
particular area over a specific period of time and included in a special study. Therefore, this
system proves the concept of using expert systems technology for special studies.

The objective of the barrier problem identification area is to collect the data required to
identify the problems associated with particular longitudinal barrier types. Currently, little data is
collected in police reports to aid a highway safety engineer in assessing barrier performance.
Typically, State reports only tell whether the barrier is a guardrail or concrete barrier and whether
the barrier is located in the median. However, this data is not sufficient to determine problems
associated with particular barrier types.
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As barrier standards are being enforced, the State DOT must replace existing substandard
barriers and barrier end treatments with those meeting the standards. The barrier standards are
based on available data, primarily crash test results. States believe the standard may not apply to
all roadway types (e.g., wide-open spaces in Wyoming). Therefore, States feel there is a need for
in-service performance testing of barriers. There are several types of in-service data collectors
that can be used to collect these data, including police, DOT maintenance staff, and independent
trained investigators.

The Roadside Barrier Expert System was chosen to prove the concept of using expert
systems for special studies such as these cases. Table 3 summarizes the rationale for selecting
roadside barrier classification and problem identification as a data area for expert systems
implementation. The biggest obstacle to be overcome for this area is the limited number of
barrier crashes that typically occur; only 1.5 percent of all crashes involve roadside barriers.
However, this was a problem for nearly every highway safety area identified for a special study.

Table 3. Rationale for selecting the Roadside Barrier
highway safety data area and elements.

Criteria Roadside Barrier
Multiple types of users ● Aids in assessing crash severity, which is desired by traffic safety administrations,
desire the data highway and public works departments, legislators/regulators, and independent

researchers.
Data is not typically “ States collect few data elements for barrier crashes.
collected in police crash
reoorts
Officer can accurately * A maximum of seven data elements me collectd for crashes that impact the main
collect the data in the section of the bmier. Seven data elements are collected for crashes involving a
current time constraints W-beam barrier.

e A maximum of 13 data elements are collected for crashes that impact the barrier end
or transition to the end. Thirteen data elements are collected for crashes involving a
thrie-beam barrier.

Enough crashes will “ Approximately 1.5% of all crashes involve roadside barriers.(5) This made it difficult
occur to evaluate the to collect a large number of barrier crashes. To increase the number of barrier
expert system crashes, the police agreed to collect data that would have been unreported and the

second field test duration was extended to 5 months. As a result, data was obtained
on nine barrier crashes.

4.0 EXPERT SYSTEMS Implementation

The second objective of the Crash Data Collection Expert System program was to
develop crash data collection software that utilizes expert system technology. The expert systems
were developed utilizing a rule-based methodology. The rules are used to dynamically select
what data to collect, based on crash type, from previously entered data. This allows a case-by-
case data collection system.

1The unreported crashes include crashes that did not meet the Iowa police crash reporting
critefia.
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4.1 INTEGRATED EXPERT SYSTEMS Am STATE CRASH REPORTING
SYSTEM

The expert systems were designed and developed to allow the officer to collect both
State-reported data and expert systems data in a single application. This integration provides
benefits for both the officer and the data analysts. The officer is able to invoke the expert system
via a seamless user intetiace combining the two applications. The officer will typically invoke
the expert system via an action in the State data collection system.

The expert systems share common data elements with systems that collect State-reported
crash data. In addition, data elements that are used in more than one expert system are shared.
This sharing feature ensures that the officer will not have tc}enter the same data element multiple
times. The data analyst benefits from the ability to link the State-reported data and expert systems
data for data analysis.

Documentation describing the method of integrating: a State crash reporting system with
the expert systems is described in the unpublished report Expert Systems for Crash Data
Collection: Users Guide. This document includes a complete list of the data elements typically
collected by State data collection systems that are also needed in the expert systems. However,
none of the data elements collected in the Roadside Barrier Expert System is typically collected
by the States, because the barrier identification expefi system was designed to collect special
study data that is not collected at all by most States.

Iowa Crash Report Data Sharing

The Iowa State Patrol currently uses pen-based computers to collect their State crash
report data. Therefore, the officers field tested an integrated Iowa crash reporting system and
expert systems. The Iowa crash reporting system application was modified to seadessly
integrate with the expert systems. Tables 4 and 5 show data. shared with the Iowa crash reporting
system. Each data value is classified as one of three data-sharing types:

e Input and output: The data value directly translates to the expert systems data
element value. Therefore, the value is input to the expeti system and output from the
expert system.

@ Output from expert system only: A data element value collected in the expert
systems is not a valid value for the corresponding Iowa crash report data element.
Therefore, this value cannot be used by the Iowa crash reporting system.

e Input to the expert system only: The data element value is input to the expert
systems, but is not output from the expert systems. This may be for one of two
reasons:

(1) The expert system does not collect the data and the data value is used for display
purposes. For example, the data element Person Name is displayed at the top of
each expert system data collection screen, but is no[ collected in the expert
systems.



(2) The Iowa crash reporting system dataelement value and the expert systems data
element value do not translatedirectly. For example, the dataelement Seat
Position values—rear left, rear middle, and rearright-translate to a single
value: rear. In this case, the expert systems returnvalue—rear+annot be used
by the Iowa crash reporting system.

Data elements in italics indicate data elements that are not explicitly included in the Iowa
crash report, but are input to the expert system from the Iowa crash reporting system. For
example, the data element “Registrant Address Equals Driver Address” is derived in the Iowa
crash reporting system when the addresses of the registrant and the driver are the same.

Table 4. Iowa crash report data elements shared with the Seat Belt Use Expert System.

Iowa State Crash Report Data EIement Dab-Sharing Type Data Values
Ejection Input and Output Not Ejected

Partially
Totally
Unknown

Injury Severity Input to Expert System Only Unknown
(K) Killed
(A) Incapacitating
(B) Non-Incapacitating
(C) Complaint of Pain

Seat Position Input and Output Front, Left Seat (Driver)
Input and Output Front, Middle Seat
Input and Output Front, Right Seat
Input and Output Center, Left Seat
Input and Output Center, Middle Seat
Input and Output Center, Right Seat
Input to Expert System Only Rear, Left Seat
Input to Expert System Only Rear, Middle Seat
Input to Expert System Only Rear, Right Seat
Input and Output Unknown

Person Name Input to Expert System Only Text
Vehicle Number Input to Expert System Only Number
Protective Device Input to Expert System Only Airbag Deployed

Output From Expert System Only Unknown
Registrant Address Equals Driver Address Input to Expert System Only True/False
Vehicle Year Input and Output Number
Note: Dati elementsinitalicsindicatedataelementsthatarenotexplicitlyincludedintheIowacrashreport,but are input to the expert

system from the Iowa crash reportirig system.
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Table 5. Iowa crash report data elements sl~ared
with the Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System.

Iowa State Crash Report Data Element Data-Sharing Type Data Values

Collision Type Input to Expert System Only Head-On
Input and Output T-Collision
Input to Expert System Only Rear End
Input and Output Single Vehicle

Damage Area of Vehicle Input to Expert System Only Top

Vehicle Number Input to Expert System Only Number
Vehicle Year Input to Expert System Only Number

Note: Dam elements in italics indicate data elements that are not explicitly included in the Iowa Crash Report, but are input to the expert

system from the Iowa crash reporting system.
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Expert System Dati Sharing

The Seat Belt Use Expert System and Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System share three
data elements:

e General Area of Deformation.
@ Extent of Deformation (Depth of Crush).
@ Vehicle Year.

Vehicle Year, however, is not used for expert system processing in the Vehicle Damage
Rating Expert System. It is displayed at the top of each input screen to help the officer identify
the vehicle for which he or she is entering data.

4.2 SEAT BELT USE DERIVATION

The Seat Belt Use Expert System collects the data, based primtily on physical evidence
gathered at the scene, that a crash reconstructionist or investigator would use to detemine
whether the occupant wore a seat belt. Based on the input, the Seat Belt Use Expert System
reaches one of these seat belt usage conclusions: (1) used, (2) not used, (3) probably used, (4)
probably not used, (5) unknown because the evidence is conflicting, or (6) unknown because
there is not enough evidence. Table 6 identifies the data elements collected in the Seat Belt Use
Expert System, the evidence gathered, and the conclusion the expert system reaches based on the
evidence.
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Table 6. Seat Belt Use data elements and expert system results.

Dab Element Officer’s Observation Conclusion on Use Data —
Reliability
Ratin~~

Belt Used Occupant stated he or she did not wear a belt during the crash. Not Used High
Statement
Occupant Ejected Occupant is fully ejected or displaced from his or her seat. Not Used High
or Displaced Officer also inspects the belt to ensure that belt Pailure did not
From Seat occur during the crash.
Seat Belt Was Not Belt was in an unusable position or unusable condition before Not Used High
Usable Before the the crash. Examples include: belt damaged, buckle will not
Crash latch, or belt is stowed under seat.
Observed Belt Officer observd that the belt was used, while the occupant Used High
Use was not conscious.
Seat Belt Loading Seat belt damage caused by occupant loading on the seat belt. Used High

Examples include: belt stretch, D-ring transfer, latch plate
abrasion, loop mechanism deployed, tissue or fabric transfers,
and trim panel damage. See figure 2.

Injury Caused by Band-like injury patterns typically occurring when the belt is Used High

Belt Loading worn in a high delta velocity crash. Injured areas include: (1)
chest, (2) shoulder, or (3) abdomen.

Other Observation Other evidence, not requested in the expert system, that the Probably Used or Medium
seat belt was either used or not used. Probably Not Used

Body Contact Occupant contacted the interior of the vehicle due to Probably Not Used Medium
With Vehicle displacement from his or her seating position during a crash.
Interior Points of contact for a frontal impact include: A-pillar,

windshield, windshield header, steering wheel, irlstrument
panel, and knee bolster or lower instrument panel. See figure
3.

Citation for Not Citation was issued to the occupant for not wearing his or her Probably Not Used Mediulm
Wearing a Belt belt.
Belt Dirt Pattern Lower part of the shoulder belt is dirty and the retracted upper Probably Not Used Medium
Shows Non-Usa~e ~afl is clean. This is evidence that the belt has remained in a

;etracted position and is not used frequently. See figure 4.
Routine Wear Latch plate does not show routine wear marks and the vehicle Probably Not Used Medium
Marks on Belt is new. See figure 5.
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Loop DEployed

The lap belt loop was hiddetl within asle~ve above the
floor and became exposed when it separated.

Evidence: An energy management loop that
deployed or separated. Lap belt loops are
usually hidden within a sleeve above the floor.
This loop type becomes exposed when it is
separated. You may also see a warning label
notifying the repair facility to replace the belt
system.

Loop Not Deployed

Figure 2. Seat belt loading evidence help screen.
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Body Conta~ Wth FrontlnteriOrHelP
Slight Deformation -

bent slightly ;um driver contad.

——Severe Deformation

Severe steering wheel
deformation from dtiver contati.

Evidence: Steering wheel bending and/or compression of the energyabsorbing steering
wheel.

Cause: Tharacic and/or abdominal contad.

Figure 3. Body contact with vehicle interior help screen.
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Seat Belt Inspection Help

Evidence: The lower partofthe shoulder belt webbing is dirty and
retratied part is clean.

the

Location: Hetraetable seat belt where pati of the webbing is not retraeted.

Cause: The belt is not us~d or rarely used. Therefore, it is usually
retratied and only the exposed pati nf the belt becomes dim.

Figure 4. Belt dirt pattern shows non-usage help screen.
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Seat Belt Inspection Help

Latch P!ate Clean —Latch Plate Worn

No routine wear marks on latch plate. Routine wear marks on latch plate.

Figure 5. Routine wear marks on k}elthelp screen.

One areathatthe panel agreed was outside the expeti system’s scope was evidence
indicating seat belt misuse or failure. The panel cited two cases of seat belt misuse or failure: (1)
where the occupant wore the shoulder harness behind his or her back, and (2) where an occupant
wore a seat belt, but was ejected from the vehicle. For example, one particular vehicle type, with
an automatic belt, does not keep the occupant in place if the door opens during a crash. However,
one failure case was included in the system. This is where the occupant is ejected or displaced
from their seat position and the belt shows evidence of damage during the crash (e.g., belt tom or
belt anchors tom out).

The following subsections provide details concerning the Seat Belt Use Expert System
implementation. Section 4.2.1 describes how case-by-case data collection is applied to the Seat
Belt Use Expert System, including the conditions under which each data element is collected.
Section 4.2.2 provides a detailed system design, including a decision tree depicting the system
design and implementation. Section 4.2.3 documents system extensions identified by the expert
panel that were outside the scope of the project.
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4.2.1 Crash Conditions Controlling the Data Elements Collected

One of the objectives of the expert systems is to minimize the officer’s time to collect the
data required by an expert system. This concept is particularly applicable to the seat belt usage
area. To limit the data collection time, an officer is asked to collect seat belt use data elements:

o Until a conclusion on whether the seat belt was used or not used is reached.
e When the evidence is likely to exist and is likely to be valid.

The amount of data required to determine whether an occupant wore his or her seat belt
during a crash is based on whether the data provides a reliable indication of seat belt use. The
expert panel classified the reliability of each of the data elements as an indicator of seat belt use.
The Seat Belt Use Expert System utilizes the reliability of the data as follows:

e Mgh-Reliability Data Elements: Data are sufficient to determine seat belt use and no
additional data needs to be collected to reach a conclusion.

e Medium- to Low-Reliability Data Elements: Data collection continues until: (1) two
identical conclusions are reached (e.g., two “not used’ conclusions), (2) conflicting
conclusions are reached (e.g., a “probably used’ and a “probably not used’
conclusion), or (3) all data are collected.

Table 7 shows the reliability of each of the data elements.

The Seat Belt Use Expert System collects the highly reliable and easy-to-collect data
elements first, thereby minimizing the officer’s data collection time. For example, a highly
reliable and easy-to-collect indicator of belt use is a statement by the occupant that he or she did
not wear his or her seat belt. Therefore, this is one of the first data elements collected by the
system. Table 7 shows the order in which data elements are collected, along with the expert panel
assessment of how reliable an indicator of seat belt usage the data element is and how easy the
data is for an officer to collect.
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Table 7. Seat Belt Use data collection order.

Collection
Dab Element Order Reliability Easy to Collect

Belt Used Statement 1 High Easy

Belt Use Observed 2 High Easy

Seat Belt Was Not Usable 3 High Somewhat Difficult
Before the Crash
Occupant Ejected or Displaced 4 High Somewhat Difficult, need to determine whether ~
From Seat the belt was damaged during the crash

Seat Belt Loading 5 High Somewhat Difficult

Injury Caused by Belt Loading 6 High Difficult, must be collected at the medical -
facility

Body Contact With Vehicle 7 Medium Somewhat Difficult
Inte;ior
Belt Dirt Pattern Shows Non- 8 Medium Somewhat Difficult
Usage
Routine Wear Marks on Belt 9 Medium Somewhat Difficult
Citation for Not Wearing a 10 Low Easy
Belt
Other Observation 11 Low Eas~:

The expert system’s second method of minimizing the officer’s data collection time is to
request only the data that is likely to exist for that patiicular crash type. In addition, a data
element is collected only when it is pertinent evidence for the crash type. For example, much of
the physical evidence indicating seat belt use is most likely to exist in high delta velocity crashes.
Therefore, many data elements are not requested for low delta velocity crashes. Table 8 shows
the crash conditions under which each of the data elements are collected. This table shows that
for the data element Body Contact With Vehicle Interior, instrument panel damage is evidence
requested in low delta velocity crashes, but is not requested in medium to high delta velocity
crashes. This is because even a belted driver can contact and damage the instrument panel in a
medium to high delta velocity crash. One of the Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System data
elements, Extent of Deformation (see section 4.3.2.3), is used to differentiate between a low
versus a medium to high delta velocity crash.
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Table 8. Crash condition under which Seat Belt Use data element is collected.
Data Element Crash Condition

Belt Use Statement All Crashes

Observed Belt Use All Crashes

Seat Belt Was Not Usable Before the Crash All Crashes

Occupant Ejected All Crashes

Occupant Displaced From Seat Occupant is Unconscious

Seat Belt Loading Medium to High Delta Velocity
And
Airbag is not deployed in that
seat position

Injury Caused by Belt Loading High Delta Velocity
And
Injury Condition is Known and
Occupant is Injured

Body Contact With Vehicle Interior:——— _________________________________________________________
Case 1 Evidence: Low Delta Velocity

Windshield And
Windshield Header Frontal Impact
A-Pillar Steering Wheel Contact is not
Steering Wheel collected if the airbag is
Knee Bolster deployed
Instrument Panel
Other in-vehicle contact points——————__________ _____

Case 2 Evidence: High Delta Velocity
Windshield And
Windshield Header Frontal Impact
A-Pillar_____________________________________________________________

Case 3 Evidence: Not Frontal Impact
Contact points between the occupant and vehicle are consistent with the
vehicle movement and principal direction of force (PDOF)

Belt Dirt Pattern Shows Non-Usage Occupant is the driver
And
Driver lives at the address of
the registrant

Routine Wear Marks on Belt Occupant is the driver
And
Driver lives at the address of
the registrant
And
Vehicle is new

Citation for Not Wearing a Belt All Crashes
Other Observation All Crashes

4.2.2 Decision Tree
The Seat Belt Use Expert System decision tree is shown in figure 6. The decision tree

shows all of the dataelements collected by the Seat Belt Use Expert System. The expert system
requests a data element if it has not been previously entered in either: (1) the Statecrash
reporting system or (2) the Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System. There is, however, one data
element shown in the decision tree thatis not collected in the expert system: injury severity
(KABCO). Many Statesuse the KABCO scale as a measure of injury severity. The Seat Belt Use
Expert System uses the KABCO values to derive whether the driver was conscious or
unconscious. If the KABCO values are not entered in the Stateaccident reporting system, then
the Seat Belt Use Expert System collects the conscious or unconscious status, rather than
KABCO.
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4.2.3 Extensions

Throughout the program there was knowledge derived from the experts that is not
included in the current design and implementation. Some delta elements identified by the experts
were not included because they were considered either too clifficult or time consuming for an
officer to collect and did not occur in a significant number of cases. However, these data are
appropriate for officers performing in-depth investigations:

e Body Contact With Vehicle Interior: The evidence that an occupant contacted the
vehicle’s interior is a medium- to low-reliability indicator of seat belt use since a
person’s size, seat position, and vehicle type (e.g., small vehicle) affect the presence
and validity of this evidence. For example, a large person in a small car can be
restrained and still strike the steering wheel or lower dash of the vehicle, leaving
contact-point evidence. A possible extension of the system would be to specify all of
these conditions and include them as data elements. However, this would require the
officer to collect additional data that may not significantly increase the validity of the
conclusion reached.

e Belt Loading: Currently, the officer is not askecl to examine the belt for evidence that
the occupant loaded the seat belt in low delta velocity crashes. This condition may be
too stringent a requirement for a person who is heavy, since a heavy person can
significantly load the belt even in a low delta velocity crash. A possible extension
would involve always prompting the officer to ~~xamine the belt for belt loading.
However, this requires the officer to collect additional data that may not significantly
increase the validity of the conclusion reached.
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4.3 VEHICLE DAMAGE RATING

The Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System collects data to aid the highway safety analyst
in determining the severity of a crash, based on the physical damage to the vehicle. These data,
shown in table 9, are based on data elements included in the Collision Deformation Classification
(CDC) code currently used by NASS researchers and crash reconstructionists performing special
studies ‘6)A more detailed description of these data elements are presented in the subsections that
follow.

Table 9. Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System data elements.

Dab Element Definition

General Area of Deformation Broad definition of the area of the vehicle containing the deformation. including
front, right side, back, left side, top, undercarriage, ;nd unknown. u

Lateral Area of Damage Lateral areas containing the damage for front, right side, back, or left side
collisions.(c) For example, for a frontal collision, the damage areas are defined
by three equal sections on the front of the vehicle: left (driver side), center, and
right (passenger side).

Extent of Deformation Approximate crush depth measured in inches. For damage that cannot be
(De th of Crush)~
Principal Direction of Force Direction from which the external force impacts the motor vehicle, utilizing a
(Direction of External Force) 12-point clock system for determination of direction.(7)

In addition to the data elements listed in table 9, two data elements are collected to aid the
officer in collecting General Area of Deformation and Principal Direction of Force data:

Collision Type: Set of pre-defined collision types that combine the manner of
collision (e.g., head-on, rear end, etc.) with the vehicle’s direction of travel.

Side With Deepest Crush: Judgment by the officer as to whether there is more crush
to the vehicle’s front or side.

The General Area of Deformation information is often difficult to collect when the point
of impact is near the corner. The Collision Type and Side With the Deepest Crush can often aid
the officer in differentiating between frontal collisions and side collisions. For example, if the
General Area of Deformation is the front, then the officer identifies the collision type as head-on.
In cases where the collision type does not determine the General Area of Deformation, the data
element side with the deepest crush is collected. The officer checks the displacement of the
corner and compares the ratio between the depth of crush on the side and the depth of crush on
the front. If the front of the vehicle has more crush, then it is a frontal collision. Similarly, if the
side of the vehicle has more crush, then it is a side collision.

We implemented the Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System for frontal collisions. This
implementation is sufficient to evaluate whether officers can accurately collect these data, and
these data collection methods can also be applied to side and rear collisions. Therefore, the
system can be extended later to include side and rear collisions, utilizing the same approach.

In addition to side and rear collisions, there are other crash types that are beyond the
scope of the Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System9s vehicle rating data elements:
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a Rollover.
@ Override and underride.

The Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System’s data elements are not collected for rollover crashes
since these data are not pertinent in rollover crashes. These data are also not collected for

override and underride crashes since accurate data collection requires additional data elements. A

possible extension to the Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System is the inclusion of override and

underride crashes.

The data collected in the Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System can be used to derive
two currently used measures of vehicle damage: equivalent barrier speed and the TAD rating
scale ‘3)Equivalent barrier speed is the delta velocity of a vehicle that would have occurred if the
vehicle struck a barrier. It is the combination of the expert s:ystem data elements and the State
crash reporting data, such as vehicle make, model, and year, that allows analysts to calculate
equivalent barrier speed. In a prior study, an approximate crush measurement was assigned to the
seven TAD ratings, shown in table 10. Using this comparison, the Extent of Deformation value
can be translated to a TAD rating.(g)

Table 10. Deriving a TAD rating
from Extent of Deformation.

TAD Approximate Crush

1 6 in
2 10 in
3 15 in
4 25 in
5 33 in
6 45 in
7 >51in

1 in= 25.4 mm

The following subsections provide details concerning the Vehicle Damage Rating Expert
System: Section 4.3.1 describes the conditions under which the data elements are collected;
section 4.3.2 provides a detailed system design, including examples of the data input screens; and
section 4.3.3 documents system extensions identified by the expert panel that were outside the
scope of the project.

4.3.1 Crash Conditions Controlling the Data Elements Collected

Of the four data elements collected, General Area of Deformation, Lateral Damage Area,
and Extent of Deformation are collected for all crashes that are within the scope of the Vehicle
Damage Rating Expert System. The Principal Direction of Force and the data elements collected
to aid the officer in determining the Principal Direction of Force (described in section 4.3.2.4) are
not collected in low delta velocity crashes. Extent of Deformation (described in section 4.3.2.3)
is used to differentiate between a low versus a medium to high delta velocity crash.
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4.3.2 Implementation

4.3.2.1 General Area of Deformation

The General Area of Deformation data values are:

Front.

Left front corner: Left side and front.

Right front corner: Right side and front.
Left side (driver).

Right side (passenger).

Back.

Undercarriage.
Top.

Unknown.

No damage.

The Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System currently collects data for frontal collisions.
Therefore, the expert system continues processing only if the damage area selected is: (1) front,
(2) left front corner, or (3) right front corner.

4.3.2.2 bteral Area of Damage

The lateral damage areas for end-plane collisions are divided into three equal zones.
Figure 7 depicts the damage areas for a frontal collision collected as lateral damage area values in
the Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System.

Right Side [Passenger]

Center

Lefi Side [Driver]

Figure 7. Lateral Area of Damage for frontal collisions.

4.3.2.3 Extent of Deformation

NASS researchers and crash reconstructionists currently collect Extent of Deformation by
measuring the vehicle’s crush. However, measuring vehicle damage is time consuming and,
therefore, not practical for police officers. In the Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System, instead
of measuring the crush, the officers use a computer drawing program to sketch the vehicle
damage profile on a vehicle schematic (shown in figure 8). The officer estimates the crush on any
of six equally spaced guide lines, shown in figure 8 as dashed lines and lines contouring the
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vehicle’s sides. The officer sketches the damage by dragging arrows from the bumper toward the
back of the vehicle, approximating crush depth. The vehicle schematic contains the critical
reference points for the officer to utilize to provide a profile as accurate as possible. These
critical vehicle reference points include axle positions, wheel/fender openings, structural pillars,
and base of the windshield. The Vehicle Damage Rating software calculates the depth of crush
along the guide lines. The depth of crush is calculated as the distance from the pre-crash
undamaged bumper to the arrow.

Heaae dmg amwa, to-d tile back of tile Aidq b

sppmxi mati tile tinkl ds~

To Ssve: Select’’Savs and Exit’ in tils “C~E@’~
— —

To Exit [titilout asving] Select’’Exif ’ in tile “Rl&’~

Figure 8. Extent of Deformation drawing too~.

However, there may not be enough vehicle damage for an officer to measure using the
drawing tool. For these lower delta velocity crashes, another screen allows the officer to select
one of two crush levels: (1) surface damage only (scratches and surface damage without bumper
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displacement) or (2) no measurable bumper crush (bumper displacement, but the crush cannot be
measured).

As previously mentioned, some of the data elements in the Seat Belt Use Expert System
and the Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System are collected only in medium to high delta
velocity crashes. Extent of Deformation is used to differentiate between the low and medium to
high delta velocity crashes.

4.3.2.4 Principal Direction of Force

Principal Direction of Force (PDOF) is often difficult for an officer to determine. To aid
the officer in collecting PDOF, the expert system utilizes the knowledge that in certain collision
types, the PDOF can be narrowed down to a few probable values. Figure 9a shows the right-hand
turn collision type an officer selected. For this collision type, the PDOF is most likely at the 11
o’clock position. Figure 9b shows the subsequent PDOF screen. This screen shows an asterisk
next to 11 o‘clock, identifying the preferred PDOF value.

I Vehicle 1 Year 1997

Collision Type:

..................~f.
Head On i ~ d— ~ Rear End ~ ~:,.. ,.,.,.

Lefl Turn

o 1
0

d+-.,

) o ‘-” o)
T Collision

o ‘TT’o

Right Turn

O Side Swipe End Swipe

-

0 other

o TT o

Figure 9a. Collision Type screen.
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I Vehicle 1 Year 1997 3
Principal Dir~ction Of Forcti:

~ Preferred Selection

Figure 9b. Principal Direction of Force screen.

As previously mentioned, PDOF is often difficult for officers to determine. However, by
requesting Collision Type and Side With the Deepest Crush, the accuracy can be improved.
Table 11 shows the Principal Direction of Force values recommended by the Vehicle Damage
Rating Expert System based on the Collision Type, the General Area of Deformation, and Side
With the Deepest Crush. In table 11, N/A is used to identify the crash types for which the Vehicle
Damage Rating Expert System does not collect Side With the Deepest Crush. Side With the
Deepest Crush is not collected for all crash types. The reason for collecting this data element is tc~
distinguish corner crashes as either front or side collisions. ‘Therefore, Side With the Deepest
Crush is not collected if General Area of Deformation equals Front. In addition, Side With the
Deepest Crush is not collected for End Swipe collisions, since these are clearly side collisions,
and Head-On collisions, since these are clearly frontal collisions.
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Table 11. Determining Principal Direction of Force.

General Area of Collision Type Which Location Probable Principal
Deformation Has the Deepest Direction of Force
Note: previously asked Crush

Front Head-on or Rear-end N/A 11,12,1
Left Turn - Turning Left N/A 1
Left Turn - Going Straight N/A 11,12
Right Turn N/A 12, 1
In same direction traveling straight or
In opposite direction turning
Right Turn NIA 11
In same direction turning
Right Turn N/A 11,12

T- collision on
T- colli

In opposite direction traveling straight
Passenger Side N/A 1

ision on Driver Side N/A 11
Other NIA 11,12,1
Single Car N/A 11,12,1

Front and Driver Side Head-on or Rear-end N/A 11,12
Front and Passenger Side Head-on or Rear-end N/A 12,1
Front and Side Left Turn - Going Straight Front 11

Side 10
.. r--- . . . . -. .
Lert Lurn - I urnlng ~er[ rront 1

Side 2
Right Turn Front 11
In ;ame direction turning
Right Turn Side 10
In ;ame direction turning
Right Turn
In same direction travelin~ straight or Front 1
In opposite direction turning Side 2

Other Front 11,12,1

Single Car Front 11,12,1
Side 9,10,2,3

T- collision on Passenger Side Front 1
Side 2

T- collision on Driver Side Front 11
Side 10

Front or Front and Side End Swipe on Driver Side N/A 9
End Swipe on Passenger Side N/A 3

4.3.3 Extensions
The most importantfuture extension to the Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System is

implementing rear and side collisions, since the currentimplementation is for frontal collisions.
The expert panel agreed thatall crash types are importantfor highway safety analysis. In
addition, the expert panel agreed thatextending the Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System to
include override and underridecrashes is also important.

One additional data element that should be considered for later versions of the Vehicle
Damage Rating Expert System is whether the impact area is wide or narrow. This information is
included in the definition of the CDC data element Type of Damage Distribution.(6)
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4.4 ROADSIDE BARRIER

The Roadside Barrier Expert System collects the data required to identify the problems
associated with particular longitudinal barrier types. To determine the barrier type, the officer is
asked to observe readily identifiable barrier characteristics, which are used by the expert system
to classify the barrier.

Barrier data are not collected for events that may not accurately depict the barrier’s
performance. The expert system does not collect data under the following conditions:

e If the events before the barrier impact were more harmful than the barrier impact
itself, barrier data are not collected.

a If there were multiple barrier impacts, barrier data are collected only for the first
barrier impact.

4.4.1 Data Elements Collected and Results

Three types of data are collected to aid the highway safety analyst in identifying barrier
problems:

e Type of roadside barrier involved in the crash.
e Point of Impact (POI) when impacting the barrier.
e Barrier Location: The location of the strt~ck barrier in relation to the roadway,

including the vehicle’s direction of travel (i.e., off the left side of roadway and off
the right side of roadway). Barrier Location values include: (1) median, (2) left
roadside, (3) right roadside, (4) T-intersection, (5) other, and (6) unknown.

The Roadside Barrier Expert System collects the data required to identify the main barrier type,
as well as guardrail end treatment type. The data collected to identify the main barrier type and
POI are depicted in the figure 10a decision tree. The data collected to identify the end treatment
type are depicted in the figure 10b decision tree. As shown in the decision trees, the barrier types
included in the expert system are: (1) cable, (2) box, (3) W-’beam, (4) thrie-beam, (5) concrete
median barrier, (6) temporary, and (7) bull nose. Three types of barriers are not included: (1)
older barriers that are no longer being manufactured; (2) median barriers, with the exception of
concrete and bull nose; and (3) temporary barriers, typically used at construction zone sites. The
bull nose median barrier type was included in the system since they are used extensively in the
field test area in Iowa.
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To minimize the officer’s time in collecting data, the data elements collected by the
expert system are specified depending on the type of barrier struck. The characteristics of each
barrier type determine which data elements are collected. The specific data for each type are
shown in the decision trees (see figures 10a and 10h).

The primary results of the Roadside Barrier Expert System are identification of (1) the
type of roadside barrier involved in the crash and its important characteristics, (2) the barrier
location, and (3) the point of impact and the direction of travel when impacting the barrier. The
expert system identifies these W-beam guardrail end treatment types: blunt end, turned down,
tangent terminal, modified eccentric loader terminal (MELT), breakaway cable terminal (BCT),
and slotted rail terminal (SRT). These end treatment types are shown in figure 10b at the bottom
of the decision tree.

4.4.2 Extensions

The expert panel members identified a number of extensions to the Roadside Barrier
Expert System. For example, they specified roadside and trajectory data elements that can be
added to the expert system, providing a more complete understanding of the crash scene. Many
of these data elements were included in a NASS Longitudinal Barrier Special Study.(9)

In assessing what data can be collected by an officer, a critical decision was whether an
officer should be required to measure scene evidence. Since many officers do not carry a
measurement device in their vehicle and measuring scene evidence is time consuming, it was
decided not to require precise measurements for any of the expert systems’ data elements. Any
data elements indicating size could either be estimated or measured. For most of these data
elements, the appropriate ranges for size estimation have been defined.

4.4.2.1 Roadside Data

This section identifies the roadway characteristics, at the initial point of impact, that
affect the outcome of longitudinal barrier crashes. This data will aid the highway engineer in
determining the effect roadway attributes such as curb type and type of roadside slope have on
crashes involving longitudinal barriers, Table 12 lists the roadside data elements identified by the
expert panel as extensions to the Roadside Barrier Expert System, including the definition, data
values, and conditions under which the data are collected.
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Table 12. Roadside Barrier extensions—rt}adside data elements.

Data E1ement Definition Values Crash Condition -
Median Barrier Function of a barrier located in the median. See I) Median barrier Barrier Location is ‘
Function figure 11. 2) Roadside barrier Median

3) Other
Lateral Offset Perpendicular distance from the edge line to the Measurement Or All Crashes ~

bar;ier. Edge line is the line on the ~avement 1) <6ft
marking the roadway edge. If no edge line exists, 2) 6ftto<12ft
the pavement edge is used. Three examples are 3) 12 ftto< 18ft
shown in tlgure 12. 4) 18 ft to<24ft

5) >24 ft

6) Unable to
estimate

Curb Tv~e and Presence or absence of a curb between the struck 1) No curb All Crashes
Presen;; barrier and the edge of the roadway at the 2) Barrier curb

roadway cross section. Figure 13 shows a 3) Mountable curb
diagr~ of typical curb ty-pes. 4) Other

Effective Barrier Vertical distance between the base or Measurement Or All Crashes
Height environmental surface immediately below the 1) <18in

barrier to the top of the rail, cable, or, in the case 2) 18 in< 21 in
of the concrete median barrier, the top of the 3) 21 in <24 in
barrier. This data element requires measurement. 4) 24 in <27 in

5) 27 in< 30 in
6) >30 in

7) Unable to
estimate

Environmental Environmental surface immediately below the 1) None All Crashes
Surface barrier. 2) Snow or ice

3) Gravel
4) High pavement
5) Dirt
6) Other

Roadside Slope Number of different slopes between the roadway 1) No slope, barrier All Crashes
edge and the struck barrier. See figure 14. at roadway edge

2) One
3) Two
4) Three
5) More Than

Three
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4.4.2.2 Impact and Trajectory Data

The impact and trajectory data elements identified in this section are required to
determine how the barrier and roadway characteristics affected the outcome of this particular
crash. The data collected are based primarily on physical evidence, indicating the damage to the
longitudinal barrier; barrier performance; and vehicle dynan~ics and trajectory. The damage to the
longitudinal barrier is determined by the length, shape, and depth of the barrier damage. Barrier
performance indicates how the vehicle and barrier interacted during impact. Table 13 identifies
the impact and trajectory data elements identified by the expert panel as extensions to the
Roadside Barrier Expert System. This table includes the data element definition, data values, and
conditions under which the data are collected.

Table 13. Roadside Barrier extensions—impact a~ndtrajectory data elements.

Data Element Definition Values Crash Condition ~

Bamier Damage Length of direct damage to the The number o:f posts in Barrier Type is Box,
Length barrier, plus induced damage. increments of 1/4 post spacing. W-B earn, or

Thrie-Beam Guardrail .

Barrier Damage Shape of the guardrail damage. 1) Symmetric * Barrier Type is
Shape Generally, 70 percent of 2) Asymmetric damage shapes Box, W-Beam, or

guardrail crashes where the Thrie-Beam
vehicle did not penetrate the Guardrail
barrier result in symmetric And
damage patterns. e Barrier

Performance is not
vehicle penetrated
barrier

Barrier Damage Depth of deformation on the Measured Or * Barrier Type is -
Depth longitudinal barrier. Depth is the 1) <2ft Box, W-Beam, or

perpendicular distance from the 2) 2ft<5ft Thrie-Beam
line of the pre-crash barrier 3) 5ft< loft Guardrail
placement to the deformed 4) loft< 15ft And
barrier. Maximum depth of 5) 15 ft * Barrier
deformation on the longitudinal Performance is not
barrier is collected. vehicle penetrated

barrier

Barrier Impact performance of the struck All Crashes
Performance barrier. Values are based on the

initial point of impact and barrier
tfle.——————————— —————————————— __________ ———_—_— ————- ———————.

Barrier Initial Point of Impact is Main 1) Vehicle redirected by barrier
Performance Section.
Case 1 2)

3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

to shoulder
Vehicle redirected by barrier
onto roadway
Vehicle pocketed barrier
Vehicle overrode barrier
Vehicle vaulted on barrier
Vehicle penetrated barrier
Other
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Table 13. Roadside Barrier extensions—impact and trajectory data elements (continued).

Data Element Definition Values Crash Condition—————_________________________________________ __________
Barrier Initial Point of Impact is End 1)
Performance And Barrier Type is Blunt End
Case 2 2)

3)

4)
5)

Vehicle redirected by barrier
to shoulder
Vehicle redirected by barrier
onto roadway
Vehicle redirected to off
roadway side of barrier
Vehicle impaled on barrier
Vehicle vaulted on barrier
Other————_ ——______________________6j—————_________________________

Barrier Initial Point of Impact is End 1) Vehicle redirected by barrier
Performance And Barrier Type “isTurn-Down to shoulder
Case 3 2) Vehicle redirected by barrier

onto roadway
3) Vehicle redirected to off

roadway side of barrier
4) Vehicle overrode barrier
5) Vehicle vaulted on barrier
6) Other___________________________________________________________

Barrier Initial Point of Impact is End 1)
Performance And Barrier Type is BCT or
Case 4 Tangent 2)

3)

4)

Vehicle redirected by barrier
to shoulder
Vehicle redirected by barrier
onto roadway
Vehicle redirected to off
roadway side of barrier
Vehicle vaulted on barrier

5) Other___________________________________________________________
Barrier Initial Point of Impact is End 1) Vehicle redirected by barrier
Performance And Barrier Type is Other or to shoulder
Case 5 Unknown 2) Vehicle redirected by barrier

onto roadway
3) Vehicle redirected to off

roadway side of barrier
4) Vehicle overrode barrier
5) Vehicle impaled on barrier
6) Vehicle vaulted on barrier
7) Other

4.4.2.3 Vehicle Dynamics and Trajectory

These data elements describe the vehicle dynamics and trajectory during the pre-impact,
impact, and post-impact phases of the crash.
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Table 14. Roadside Barrier extensions— vehicle!dynamics and trajectory.

Data Element Definition Values Crash Condition ‘

Vehicle Whether the tires of the vehicle are 1) Yaw All Crashes
Orientation sliding sideways parallel to the axle (yaw) 2) Track

or tracking before impact with the barrier. 3) Unknown
Tracking is when the rear wheels travel in
the same track as the front wheels.
Yawing is when the rear wheels are not
traveling in the same track as the front
wheels.

Pre-Impact Pre-impact travel distance measured along Distance is measured 0
Travel Distance the roadway, not the actual distance in feet

traveled. Distance from the point where
the vehicle departed the roadway to the
intersection of the edge line with the line
perpendicular to the edge line from the e

initial point of impact, shown in figure 15.
This distance is used to determine the
impact angle.

e

Barrier Performance
is Vehicle redirected
by barrier onto
roadway
And
Guardrail Type is
Box, W-Beam, or
Thrie-Beam Guardrail
And
Barrier Damage Shape
is Symmetric

Vehicle Rotation Degree of rotation that occurred during 1) >90° = Initial Point of Impact
Angle the barrier impact with respect to the pre- 2) <90°

impact vehicle direction, This element is 3) Unknown
used to determine whether snagging .

occurred.

is Main Section
And
Barrier Performance
is:
1) Vehicle redirected

by barrier onto
roadway
Or

2) Vehicle pocketed
barrier

Direction of Direction the vehicle rotated during the 1) CJ.ockwise 0 Initial Point of Impact
Vehicle Rotation barrier impact with respect to the pre- 2) Counterclockwise is Main Section

impact vehicle direction. 3) Unknown And
* Barrier Performance

is:
1) Vehicle redirected

by barrier onLo
roadway
Or

2) Vehicle pocketed
barrier

Distance From Distance on the roadway from the point Distance is measured e Barrier Performance -
Point of that the vehicle left the roadway to the in feet
Departure to point where the vehicle returned to the
Point of Return roadway. This distance is used to
to Roadway determine the impact and departure

angles. See figure 1~. .

.

is Vehicle redirected
by barrier onto
roadway
And
Barrier Type is Box,
W-Beam, or
Thrie-Beam Guardrail
And
Barrier Damage Shape
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Table 14. Roadside Barrier extensions—vehicle dynamics and trajectory (continued).

Data Element Definition Values Crash Condition
Post-Impact Distance from the last guardrail impact Distance is measured G
Travel Distance point to the point of return to roadway, in feet

measured along the roadway, rather than
the actual distance traveled. Distance
from the point where the vehicle returned
to the roadway to the intersection of the .

edge line with the line perpendicular to
the roadway from the last point of impact
with the barrier, shown in figure 16. This
distance is used to determine the roadway

Barrier Performance
is Vehicle redirected
by barrier onto
roadway
And
Barrier Type is Box,
W-Beam, or
Thrie-Beam Guardrail

departure angle.
Subsequent Type of impact, if any, subsequent to the Barrier Performance is:. .
Impaci impact being reported. The values are 1)

based on barrier performance and barrier
location. 2)

3)

4)

5)

———————————— ——————————————————————————————————— -
Subsequent * Barrier Performance is Redirection
Impact Case 1 onto roadway

Or
Q Barrier Performance is Vaulted on

barrier and Barrier Location is Left side
of the roadway
Or

e Barrier Performance is Vehicle
penetrated barrier and Barrier Location

1) None
2) Vehicle
3) Another roadside

structure/object
4) Same barrier
5) Another barrier
6) Bridge rail/end
7) Rollover
8) Other

Vehicle redirected by
barrier to shoulder
Vehicle redirected by
barrier onto roadway
Vehicle redirected
off roadway side of
barrier
Vehicle vaulted on
barrier
Vehicle penetrated
barrier-———————————-

;S Left side of the roadway—————————————————————————————————————————————— ———-— —- —————-
Subsequent ● Barrier Performance is Vehicle 1) None
Impact Case 2 redirected off roadway side of barrier 2) Fixed object

Or 3) Rollover
Barrier Performance is Vaulted on 4) Other
barrier and Barrier Location is right
side of the roadway
Or
Barrier Performance is Vehicle
penetrated barrier and Barrier Location

.

is Right side of the roadway
Post-Impact Trajectory of the vehicle from the point 1) Close to rail Barrier Performance is:
Trajectory where the vehicle separated from the 2) Returned to 1) Vehicle redirected by

barrier to either the point of final rest, if road way barrier to shoulder
there is no subsequent impact, or the point 3) Crossed roadway 2) Vehicle redirected by
of impact of the subsequent impact. and ran off barrier onto roadway

opposite side
4) Crossed median

to other roadwayl
travel way

5) Other
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Table 14. Roadside Barrier extensions—vehicle dynamics and trajectory (continued).

Data Element Definition Valu(es Crash Condition ~

Rollover Type Type of rollover where rollover is defined 1) Side-over-side M Barrier Performance is
as ;nv vehicle rotation of 90 degrees or turn Rollover
more-about any true longitudinal; (end- 2) Side-over-side %
over-end) or lateral (side-over-side) axis. turn

3) Side-over-side%
turn

4) Side-over-side 4
or more complete
turns

5) End-over-end
6) Other/unknown
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5.0 ASSESS THE UTILITY OF APPLYING EXPERT SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY
TO THE CRASH DATA COLLECTION PROCESS

An objective of the Crash Data Collection Expert System program was to assess the
utility of applying expert system technology to the crash data collection process. The evaluation
of the crash data collection expert systems was conducted for the following factors:

e Acceptance of the system by the officers.
e Crash data quality.
e Crash data collection time.

The system was evaluated during two 5-month field tests. These field tests were
performed in cooperation with the Iowa Department of Transportatio~ and the Iowa State Patrol.
State Patrol officers used pen-based computers, containing the expert systems, to collect the
crash scene data. The Iowa State Patrol normally uses pen-based computers to collect their State
crash report data; therefore, the Iowa Crash Reporting System was seamlessly integrated with the
expert systems.

5.1 ACCEPTANCE OF T~ SYSTEM BY THE OFFICERS

The primary purpose of the first field test was to solicit suggestions from the officers
participating in the field test on how the system could be improved. The results of the first field
test were used to select changes to be included in the final version of the expert systems.

The primary purpose of the second field test was to evaluate the acceptance of the system
by the officers. One component of user acceptance that was evaluated was the usability of the
system. This evaluation addressed how well, from the officer’s perspective, the system facilitated
the task of collecting the crash data. For example, were there any system requests or instructions
that were difficult to understand and, if so, how could the instructions be made clearer? Another
component of user acceptance addressed how long it took the officer to collect the data and what
data, if any, were difficult for the officer to collect. The data used to analyze the acceptance of
the system by the officers included:

e Responses to questionnaires completed by the officers.
@ Discussions during focus group meetings.

The results of the officer surveys, included in section 5.1.1, and focus group meetings
show that the system is easy to learn and use. Officers can use the system infrequently,
approximately once a month, without forgetting how to use the system. The officers stated that it
did not take them too long to collect the data and the majority of the officers did not think the
data were difficult to collect. However, two data elements collected in the Vehicle Damage
Rating Expert System—Principal Direction of Force and Extent of Deformation—were identified
as data elements that were difficult to co] Iect without training and required the use of on-line help
screens.
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5.1.1 Officer Questionnaire

The officers were asked to complete a questionnaire to assess the acceptance of the
system. The officers filled out the survey several times during the two field tests. This document
includes the questionnaire responses collected after the final field test.

The questionnaire was designed to allow the officer to include comments pertaining to
each evaluation topic. The reason for this is that many officers prefer to include written
comments rather than answering a question with an itemized list of pre-determined responses
(e.g., yes, no). Therefore, the officer was not required to answer the question by choosing one of
the itemized responses. The questionnaire included:

e A general question, identifying the type of information to be obtained.
Q A specific question, including an itemized list of responses.
e One or more related questions that solicit written comments.

The questionnaire each officer completed during the field test follows. Eight field-test
officers completed the survey. Several other officers participated in the field test; however, they
did not complete the survey since they only collected data for one or two crashes. The first two
paragraphs are the instructions included with the original questionnaire. Following the
instructions are the questions as written in the questionnaire presented to the officer. The general
question is listed first (e.g., 1. How clear are the expert system requests, instructions, and
messages?) and is followed by the more specific questions. Two-1evel numbering is used to relate
the general question and the specific questions. The first specific question (e.g., 1.1 Were there
any expert system requests, instructions, or messages that were difficult to understand? Yes/No)
is followed by a table indicating the officers’ responses and an overall metric derived from these
responses. Following the remaining specific questions are the officers’ comments. In general, this
document does not include comments that repeat a preceding itemized response.
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Crash Data Collection Expert System Officer Questionnaire

Name Date

The questionnaire each officer will complete during the field test follows. Each set of
questions in the questionnaire contains one general question or topic followed by specific
questions. The general question identifies the type of information we are trying to obtain. The
specific questions are used for system evaluation and to request the detailed information needed
to identify what changes to make in the next version of each expert system.

We encourage you to provide comments relating to the general question either on the
questionnaire or during the focus group meetings. If you feel you cannot answer the specific
questions, you may provide comments instead.

User Interface

1. How clear are the expert system requests, instructions,and

1.1 Were there any expert system requests, instructions,
understand?

messages?

or messages that were difficult to

Table 15. Rating the clarity of system
requests, instructions, or messages.

Response Count
1. Yes 2
2. No 5

1.2 If Yes, do you recall the request, instruction, message, screen, etc. ?

1.3 Do you have any suggestions on how to make any request, instruction, and/or message
clearer?

Officers’ Comments:

e Fairly easy to understand, although on barriers we need a diagram of a “bull nose”
design and then you could just mark on it where it was impacted so the company
could decide how to record information.

0 I had some problems at first with the directioll of force. I understand it now, but
when I show other officers that is the only one they have problems with.

e At first I had a problem with where the damage occurred on the barrier. The phrase
was a little confusing. I can’t recall how it asks the question. Maybe if it said
something like “leading edge (or within 6 feet of the front, middle, and last 6 feet). ”

~ Barrier identification on direction arrows mark “this is your vehicle” on one arrow so
they don’t have to try and figure out which arrow applies to them. Better way to get
accurate information.
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2. How clear are the window controls (e.g., butto:ns, check boxes, etc.) in the expert system user
interface?

2.1 Were there window controls (e.g., buttons, check boxes, etc.) in the user interface that
were confusing to operate?

Table 16. Rating the clarity
of window controls.

—-
Response Count—-
1. Yes o_

2.2 If Yes, do you recall which were confusing?

2.3 Do you have any suggestions on how to change this window or operation so that it is
easier to understand (e.g., redesign the window cclntrol, provide more training, etc.)?

Officers’ Comments:

~ System was easy to use.

* Very clear, easy to use.

3. How clear is the meaning of each of the data input values (e.g., label on the radio button or
check box)?

3.1 Did you have any problems understanding what each of the data input values in the
user interface, such as a label on a button or check box, represented or meant?

Table 17. Rating the understanding
of data input values.

Response (Count

1. Yes —0

2. No 8—-

3.2 If Yes, can you recall which data input value was not clear?

3.3 Do you have any suggestions on how the meaning of the data input value(s) can be
made clearer (e.g., change the label, add help menus, provide more training, etc.)?

Officers’ Comments:

None.
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4. Did the system ever keep you from performing an action you wanted to perform?

4.1

4.2

4.3

5. Does
crash

5.1

5.2

5.3

Were there any situations where you wanted to perform an action, but the system
prohibited you from performing the action? Actions could include: enter desired data,
change data already entered, save the data, end expert system processing, or restart
expert system processing.

Table 18. Rating ease of
access to operations.

Response count

1. Yes o
2. No 8

If Yes, is there any information about the situation you can recall (e.g., the action that
was being performed, what screen was displayed at the time, or what operation you
had last performed)?

Do you have any suggestions on how to change the user interface to make these or
other actions easier to perform?

Officers’ Comments:

None.

the system force you to perform unneeded operations or actions that interfere with the
data collection process?

Were there any situations where you were forced to perform an operation (close, save,
enter data, etc.) that seemed unnecessary or a particular action that you did not want to
perform at that time, such as extra button clicks to get to a particular screen?

Table 19. Rating user control
over operations.

Response Count
1. Yes 1
2. No 7

If Yes, is there any information about the operation or action you can recall (e.g., what
action or operation you were performing, what screen was displayed at the time, or
what operation you had last performed, etc.)?

Do you have any suggestions on how to change the user interface to eliminate an
unnecessary operation or action?

Officers’ Comments:

e Utilize keyboard along with the pen option.

Author’s Nole: The expert systems were designed and developed to allow the oflicer
to enter data into the expert systems using the keyboard as the only input device.
However, since data input is facilitated by a pen input device, the use of the
keyboard for data entry was not emphasized in the training class.
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6. How would you rate the overall ease of use of the system (this is whether system was easy to
use, not was it difficult to determine the value of a data element)?

6.1 The system is user friendly and the user interface was intuitive.

Table 20. Rating overall
ease of system use.

Response Count _
1. Strongly Disagree
2. Somewhat Disagree
3. Somewhat Agree ;7

4. Strongly Agree 1

6.2 Were there operations or actions thatyou performed thatwere particularlydifficult or
were not user friendly? An example could be exiting a screen or editing data.

6.3 Do you have any suggestions to make this or othe:r operations easier?

Officers’ Comments:

“ I showed it to other officers and they thought it was easy to use and understand.

* This system was easy to use, although a lot of time is needed [for the officer] to put
into the accident investigation [to investigate the accident in order to properly collect
the expert systems’ data].

* Could you somehow make the “expert” tab flash to alert l:he officer that the info
needs [to be] collected at the scene, especially on minor 10-50’s [an accident] when
belt info is requested?

Seat Belt Use Expert System

7. Did the system make it easy for you to keep track of the accident case, vehicle, and vehicle
occupant pertainingto the data you were entering?

Table 21. Rating context maintenance in
the Seat Belt Use Expert System.

——
Response Count
1. Yes 5
2. No o

7.1 For the Seat Belt Use Expert System: Please explain any situations where you had
trouble keeping track of the accident case, vehicle, and vehicle occupant for which you
were entering data.

7.2 Do you have any suggestions to make it easier for you to track this information? Is
there any additional data that could be added to the screen to make it easier for you to
keep track?

Officers’ Comments:

“ I had an accident with several occupants and had problems keeping track of
individuals after selecting all. It would be nice if the name of the subject could be
found easily.
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Author’s Note: Currently, when an o~icer edits Seat Belt Use data and selects “all
individuals, ” the occupant and vehicle tracking information is not displayed on the
edit window. The edit window displays all of the data previously entered by the
officer (described in Appendix A). The occupant and vehicle tracking injormatio~t is
displayed on each input window. A system extension is to display the occupant and
vehicle information on the edit window. We suggest that integrators of State-
reported crash data collection systems do not implement the “all individuals”
option.

8. Another use for the Seat Belt Use Expert System is as a training tool. As a training tool,
officers would use the system until they are familiar enough with the indicators of seat belt
usage that they will look for them without using the system.

8.1 Do you think the Seat Belt Use Expert System could be used as a training tool?

Table 22. Rating the Seat Belt Use
Expert System as a training tool.

Response Count
1. Strongly Disagree
2. Somewhat Disagree 1
3. Somewhat Agree 4
4. Strongly Agree 2

No Rating

8.2 Provide any comments you have on whether or not you think the Seat Belt Use Expert

System could be used as a training tool.

Officers’ Comments:

I think it’s good to keep an officer aware and up to speed. So it’s good to keep the
officer aware of what to look for. (1 forgot this time, but 1’11get it next time.) I would
think a training program would be best, before the expert system is used, but good
follow-up.

The graphics are very good. It is easy to use and is helpful to tell you what to look
for. I think it would remind officers what to look for to determine if the seat belt was
used.

The system explained the different evidence types where seat belts are concerned.

I feel it makes you look closely at seat belts, but it would not be worth using just for
training.

A lot of the items that are checked are rarely seen.

I think that seat belt use would be a great tool. The only problem would be the
photos on monochrome screens, which are very hard to see certain objects, such as
clothing or skin transfer.

Author’s Note: The Seat Belt Use Expert System help screens were not designedjor
a monochrome display. A system extension is to include schematic drawings for
computers with monochrome displays. This method was implemented in the
Roadside Barrier Expert System.
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Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System

9. Did the system make it easy fOryou to keep track of the accident case and vehicle pertaining
to the data you were entering?

Table 23. Rating context maintenance in
the Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System.

Response Count

1. Yes 4
2. No

9.1 For the Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System: Please explain any situationswhere
you had trouble keeping track of the accident case and vehicle about which you were
enteringdata.

9.2 Do you have any suggestions to make it easier for you to track this information? Is
there any additional data that could be added to the screen to make it easier for you to
keep track?

Author’s Note: fie system displays the vehicle number, make, and model on each
input screen. me oficers gave suggestions on additional data that could be added.

Officers’ Comments:
m

m

e

e

I don’t remember problems in tracking a certain vehicle. It’s helpful to have a little
box that describes the vehicle in question when you answer the question for that
vehicle (example: ‘93 Gray Pontiac).

Whenever you have numerous vehicles, it is helpful to list car type or driver beside
the items you are asked to enter.

For accident case, not really; but for vehicle it was fine.

Maybe by putting the location of the accident along with the vehicle description at
the top of the screens you are working on.
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Roadside Barrier Expert System

10. Did the system make it easy for you to keep track of the accident case pertaining to the data
you were entering?

Table 24. Rating context maintenance in
the Roadside Barrier Expert System.

Response Count

1. Yes 2
2. No

10.1 For the Roadside Barrier Expert System: Please explain any situations where you had

trouble keeping track of the accident case for which you were entering data.

10.2 Do you have any suggestions to make it easier for you to track this information? Is

there any additional data that could be added to the screen to make it easier for you to

keep track?

Officers’ Comments:

None.

11. Do the diagrams in the Barrier Identification Expert System clearly represent the barrier type?

11.1 Are there any situations where you were not sure what to enter for a barrier type
element, because the diagram of the barrier type did not clearly represent the barrier?

Table 25. Rating the clarity of
on-line help diagrams.

Response count
1. Yes
2. Probablv Yes
3. Probablv No
4. No 6

11.2 If Yes, do you recall what data element you were collecting?

11.3 If Yes, do you recall what diagram was not clear and/or what value you entered?

11.4 Do you have any suggestions for improvement to the diagrams?

Officers’ Comments:

@ First-class identification. Expert system diagrams are very helpful and easy to
understand. No or very little classroom [training] needed to use Barrier
Identification Expert System.
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Data E]emen%s

12. In each of the three tables below, identify up to three dataelements thatare particularlytime-
consuming to collect. Do you have any suggestions on how to make them easier to collect or
do you think they should be eliminated?
Authors Note: The times shown in table 26 are judgments made by an officer and are not
based on actual data collection times. The actual data collection times were calculated for
each expert system and does not include an estimate per data element.

Table 26. Seat Belt Use data elements.

Data Item Difficult or Time-Consuming to Collect

1. Occupant Stated Belt Was Used 0.5 minutes
2. Observed Seat Belt Usage 0.5 minutes
3. Seat Belt Damaged During Crash 1-2 minutes (see below)

4. Ejection o

5. Displaced From Seat 0.5 minutes

6. Belt Loading Evidence
o Belt Stretch @ Somewhat time-consuming, a pass option on minor
* D-Ring Transfer accidents.
~ Loop Mechanisms Deployed e I felt on these items it was unnecessary to show why or what
9 Trim Panel Damage was damaged.
* Material Transfer * 1-2 minutes [for] each vehicle.
* Latch Plate Peening
* Belt Inspection Other

7. Belt Loading Injury 0.5 minutes
8. Body Contact With Vehicle Interior
9. Body Contact With Front Interior

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

H;ad Windshield Contact * Bypass in minor accidents.
Steering Wheel * 1-2 minutes [for] each vehicle. Total of 1-2 minutes
Windshield Header [for] each vehicle.
A-Pillar
Knee Bolster
Instrument Panel
Contact Points Other

10. No Wear Marks on Latch Plate
11. Lower Belt Dirty and Retracted Part Clean
12. Seat Belt Citation Issued
13. Conscious
14. Airbag Deployed Total of 1-2 minutes

15. Depth of Crush Not needed for routine investigation. [for] each vehicle.

16. Vehicle Damage Location
17. Addresses Same as Registrant
18. Seat Position
19. Vehicle Year

Officers’ Comments:

0

m

a

o

No problems collecting.

Not hard to collect; very easy.

All of these are easy to collect.

No problems.
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Table 27. Vehiele Damage Rating data elements.

Data Item Difficult or Time-Consuming to Collect

1. Accident Events
“ Override
* Underride
* Rollover

2. Collision Type
3. Principal Damage Area
4. Lateral Damage Area Not needed unless done for Technical Investigation,

5. Depth of Crush o Not needed unless done for Technical Investigation.
“ Hard to understand.

6. Deepest Crush Not needed unless done for Technical Investigation.

7. Depth of Crush Drawing Tool * Was very slow.
e Not needed unless done for Technical Investigation.

8. Principal Direction of Force Hard to understand.

Officers’ Comments:

“ [It took] 1-2 minutes.

0 No problems collecting.

e Not very hard to collect; very easy.

e No problem.

“ Easy to collect and show on system,
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Table 28. Roadside Barrier datzl elements.

Data Item Difficult or Time-Consuming to Collect

1. Non-Barrier Event Is More Severe
2. Barrier Type
3. Post Material
4. Number of Cables
5. Concrete Barrier Type
6. Point of Impact
7. Point of Impact on Thrie-Beam
8. Blockout
9. Post Spacing
10. W-Beam End Type
11. Number of Terminal Posts
12. Slots in Rail
13. Box Guardrail End Type
14, Thrie-Beam Guardrail End Type

Officers’ Comments:
e

e

*

e

e

e

e

Not very hard to collect;

No problem.

No problem collecting.

very easy.

Time-consuming, but I feel it is important information to collect unless minor
accident, little or no damage.

I did not feel any of these were necessary for my investigation. I understand they
were needed for your study. It was easy to understand the type of barriers and answer
all these questions.

[It took] 2-5 minutes total.

No problems collecting.

Officers’ Overall Comment:

* There is not any one element that takes a lot of time to collect. But when you
combine all of the elements, that is when you take the time.
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13. Are there data values missing from any of the expert system selection lists that should be
added?

13.1 For those data items you entered as Not Known or Other, was the data value you
wanted to enter missing from the selection list so thatyou were forced to enterNot
Known or Other instead?

Table 29. Rating completeness of
selection lists.

Response count
1. Yes
2. Probably Yes 1
3. Probably No 1

4. No 4

13.2 If Yes, can you recall the data element and/or data value?

Officers’ Comments:

None.

14. Since you may not be able to collect all of the expert system data at the scene, we are trying
to determine whether the system should be changed to make it easier to collect certain data
elements at the scene.

14.1 Are there any situations where you entered Not Known or Other for a data element
because the data could not be collected at the scene? Do not include injury data that is
collected at the medical facility.

TabIe 30. Rating ability to collect
data at the scene.

Response count

1. Yes
2. No 3

14.2 Can you recall the data element and/or the data value?

Officers’ Comments:

$ Weather conditions and safety play a part.

“ A lot of the depth crushing and impact needed to be done at a later date, due to
danger at a scene.

Author’s Note: The data analyst cannot expect all data to be collected at the scene.
O~icer training should include a discussiolz about the importance of on-scene data
collection. The Officer Training Manual identlyies the data elements that do not have
to be collected at the scene. The Officer Training Manual is included in the Expert

Systems for Crash Data Collection: Users Guide as Appendix A.
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System Reliability

15. Does the system crash, freeze the screen, or fail in any o~;herway, making additional data
entry impossible?

15.1

15.2

15.3

Were there any situations where the system erroneously made additional data entry
impossible?

Table S1. Rating system reliability.
—-

Response Count

1. Yes —
2. Probably Yes 1

3. Probably No 2

4. No 4—-

Please explain any of these situations where the system erroneously made additional
data entry impossible, such as the screen freezing or other system crashes.

Do you remember any of the error messages displayed? Please also try to remember
what screen was open and what operation you were performing.

Officers’ Comments:

None.
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5.2 CRASH DATA QUALITY

Throughout the expert systems’ design and development, the expert panel ensured the
quality of the crash data knowledge included in the expert systems. During and after system
development, two common methods of validating the quality of the expert systems’ data were
used:

e Experts enter data into the expert system. The experts compared the conclusions they
reached with the expert system’s results.

@ Individuals trained in the use of the expert systems entered data into the expert
systems and experts collected data for the same crash. The expert systems’ results
were compared with the expert’s results.

The expert panel members validated the expert systems utilizing the first method described
above. In addition, accident reconstructionists applied the first validation method to the Seat Belt
Use Expert System. The second validation method was used to validate the Vehicle Damage
Rating Expert System. The following sections describe the validation in detail.

5.2.1 Seat Belt Use

The final version of the Seat Belt Use Expert System was validated by three crash
reconstmctionists who collect data for special studies. These reconstructionists entered data
collected while investigating a crash into the Seat Belt Use Expert System. Then they compared
their assessment of whether the occupant wore his/her seat belt with the conclusion reached by
the expert system. The results for the crashes in which the expert system reached a conclusion
were:

@ Expert matches expert system -26.
e Expert does not match expert system -3.

There are two types of crashes for which the expert and the expert system did not agree.
Both crash types were identified by the expert panel members during system design. However, it
was decided not to include these conditions in the expert system, since it would require the
officer to collect additional data that may not significantly increase the validity of the conclusion
reached. The first crash type is where the occupant is seated in the front seat close to the steering
wheel and impacts the interior of the vehicle. The expert system concluded that the seat belt was
probably not used. However, the reconstructionist obtained additional evidence that was beyond
the scope of the expert system, indicating that the seat belt was used. The second crash type is
where the occupant wears an automatic shoulder belt and does not wear a manual lap belt. This is
a case of seat belt misuse.

The reconstructionists using the Seat Belt Use Expert System also noted that belt loading
evidence, such as band-like bruises across the chest, is seen less frequently in crashes where the
airbag deployed. In crashes where the airbag deployed, the reconstructionist looks for different
medical evidence to determine whether the belt was used. Medical evidence such as crushed ribs,
along with other evidence, can indicate that the occupant was not wearing a belt.
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5.2.2 Extent of Deformation

The Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System data element, Extent of Deformation, was

validated by an Iowa State Patrol technical investigator. A technical investigator, trained in crash
investigation, measured the Extent of Deformation. An officer used the expert system to draw the
Extent of Deformation for a small sample of damage cases (six cases). Figure 8, in section
4.3.2.3, shows the Extent of Deformation drawing tool used by the officer to estimate the crush.
The damage is estimated along six equally spaced lines, as shown by the triangles and dotted
lines in figure 8. These data were compared to help determine whether an officer, trained only in
the use of the Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System, can accurately collect Extent of
Deformation data.

Table 32 shows the number of inches an accident reconstructionist believes is an
acceptable difference between the officer’s estimated measurements and the technical
investigator’s actual measurements.

Table 32. Acceptable difference in crush measurements.

Crush Acceptable Difference Delta Velocity

6t08in ~2in 11-15 mph
9 to 19 in ~5in 16-20 mph

1 in= 25.4 mm, 1 mph= 1.61 km/h

Although only six vehicles were compared, the results showed that for most of these
vehicles, an officer can estimate the Extent of Deformation within acceptable limits. In addition,
the comparison identified crush profiles that are difficult to estimate and therefore require
additional officer training. Table 33 shows the results of comparing the technical investigator’s
measurements and the officer’s estimates for each of the vehicles. The measurements that show a
significant difference are highlighted in bold font.

Table 33. Comparison of measured and drawn Extent of Deformation.

Difference at Each Crush Line
Maximum Crush 1 2 3 4 5 6

Vehicle 1 6.0 in 1.0 in 3.4 in

Vehicle 2 10.2 in 2,3 in 1.2 in 2.3 in 1.8 in 2.3 in 0.4 in

Vehicle 3 14.3 in 1.9 in

Vehicle 4 14.4 in 8.8 in 7.9 in 4.7 in 1.7 in 2.4 in 3.9 in

Vehicle 5 14.5 in 0.6 in 1.4 in 4.0 in

Vehicle 6 14.7 in 0.3 in 1.1 in ‘7.8 in
1 in=25.4 mm

The officer underestimated the extent of the damage in the lateral direction for vehicle 1
and vehicle 6. Therefore, although the deformation estimate at the point of impact was accurate,
the estimate at the lateral edge of the damage was not. Also, vehicle 6 was particularly difficult tcl
estimate at the lateral edge since it was an underride crash where the bumper was pushed back,
but the grill was not. Underride and override crashes are currently outside the scope of the
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Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System. Therefore, the method of estimating the deformation in
an underride or override crash was not included in the training.

Vehicle 4 represents a damage profile that is particularly difficult to estimate and draw.
The principal point of impact was at the corner of the front bumper and the bumper displacement
was about 11 in (279 mm) in the 11 o’clock direction. There was some confusion about how to
accurately draw this type of damage. Therefore, the officer should receive training in how to
properly draw this type of crush profile using the Extent of Deformation drawing tool.

5.2.3 Roadside Barrier

During focus group meetings and training sessions, some officers had difficulty
accurately collecting two of the Roadside Barrier Expert System data elements: (1) point of
impact and (2) c~assifying a W-beam terminal as flared or not flared. Point of impact indicates
whether the initial point of impact was at the main section of the guardrail, within 25 ft (7.6 m)
of the end, or at the end. Some officers may have difficulty: (1) accurately estimating 25 ft (7,6
m) from the guardrail end and (2) remembering the definition of impacting the guardrail end. In
addition, some officers may have difficulty differentiating between a flared W-beam guardrail
and a W-beam guardrail that is bent away from the roadway.

Help screens and diagrams were included to aid the officer in accurately encoding both of
these data elements. The trainer should explain these data elements and refer to the on-line help
screens and diagrams.

5.3 CRASH DATA COLLECTION TIME

Throughout the program, expert systems were designed and developed to minimize the
time an officer would need to collect the crash data. An important component of officer
acceptance is the time it takes him or her to collect the expert systems data. The estimate of the
impact of collecting expert system data is based on comparing data collection time for each
expert system with the data collection time for State-required crash report data.

During the second field test, the computer stored the time it took the officers to collect
data in each of the expert systems and in the State crash reporting system. Approximately 60
crash cases were collected. Figure 17 shows a chart comparing the average expert system data
collection time with the average of the State crash report data. A single crash included data
collection for all occupants and vehicles involved in the crash. The data collection times were
calculated per crash. The officer collected the data on an average of about 2 minutes per expert
system.
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Vme to Collect Expeti System Data Compared Wth Crash Data
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Eigure 17. Average time to collect expert system data
compared with State-reported crash data.

In figure 17, the number of crashes represented for each of the expert systems was: (1) Roadside
Barrier, 9 crashes; (2) Vehicle Damage Rating, 14 crashes; and (3) Seat Belt Use, 31 crashes.
Prior to analysis, these crash cases were filtered to exclude data that were: (1) outside of the
scope of the expert systems (e.g., Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System data is not collected for
rear-end collisions); (2) spuriously low, showing the officer entered the application, but did not
collect data; and (3) spuriously high, showing the officer left his or her computer in the
application while performing other tasks. Also, each crash represented in the Figure 5 chart does
not necessarily include data from all three expert systems. As one example, since barrier crashes
occur infrequently, there are crashes with corresponding Seat Belt Use data and Vehicle Damage
Rating data, but without corresponding Roadside Barrier Expert System data.
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6.0 SUMMARY

Police are unique in theirability to collect data for a larger number of crashes and a wider
spectrum of crashes compared with special investigation teams. Police are also able to collect
transientdata thatcannot be collected in follow-up investigations. Police are now using in-
vehicle computers to perform their day-to-day operations. The Expert Systems for CrashData
Collection program extends the use of these computers with threeexpert systems thatcollect on-
scene crash data. A primary goal was to develop expert systems thatincrease the accuracy and
consistency of police-reported crash data.

The expert systems were evaluated during two field tests.The field test results show:

@ Expert systems were well accepted by the officers. The questionnaireresults showed
thatal] of the officers ratedthe systems as easy to use. In response to the statement
“The system is user friendly and the user interface is intuitive,” the officers responded
with either: somewhat agree or strongly agree (see section 5.1. 1).

@ Expert systems were validated by experts in the expert system domain areas. The
expert systems were validated by the expert panel members during system design,
development, and testing.

@ Officers collected expert system data on an average of about 2 minutes per expert
system. The focus group meeting and the officer survey results showed that the
officers thought it did not take too much time to collect the data. However, they did
feel that collecting more data would be excessive, Therefore, if more extensive data
collection is required (e.g., more than approximately 6 minutes for special study data),
it is recommended that a special investigation team whose primary responsibility is
crash data collection be utilized.

The expert systems can increase the accuracy of data compared with the current State-
reported police data. However, there are several data elements where training should be
emphasized:

Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System data element Extent of Deformation training
should include: (1) how to draw damage where the bumper is displaced in the 1ateral
direction and (2) how to draw the Iateral extent of the damage.

Vehicle Damage Rating Expert System data element Principal Direction of Force
training should: (1) emphasize that the most likely choices for PDOF are highlighted
on the input screen and (2) review each of the help screens.
Roadside Barrier Expert System data element Point of Impact on W-Beam
Guardrails training should include reviewing the help screen.

Roadside Barrier Expert System data element Flared~ot Flared W-Beam Terminal
training should include reviewing the help screen.

Expert systems for crash data collection are particularly applicable to special studies, such
as a roadside barrier study. The combination of special study data and State-reported crash data
can provide better quality data without requiring extensive data collection time for the officer.
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